
 

WE CREATE AIR, PERFORMANCE, SILENCE

MORE THEMES WITH ONE PARTNER 
VENTILATION, ENVIRONMENT, AIR POLLUTION, NOISE, HEATING AND COOLING, ASSEMBLING & COMMISSIONING, SIMULATION

AUTOMOTIVE TESTING 
WLTP COMPLIANT WIND SIMULATORS

 FOR AUTOMOTIVE testING

tangential model



WHY RIMOR?

Rimor has developed, over the years, a great experience in the field of automotive testing industry, fans and 
machinary for roller dynamometers, climatic chambers. We work with Italian and European companie such as: 
AVL, Angelantoni S.p.A, Control System, Flexider, Sixtau S.p.A, Simpesfaip S.p.A, Magneti Marelli, Fiat FPT, 
Iveco, Husqvarna Motorcycles, AVL China and Automobili Lamborghini.

Nowdays, Rimor designs and manufactures: wind simulators for chassis dynamometers, wheeled coolers for 
hot spots, exhaust gas suction systems with valves and soundproof fans for high temperatures, testing systems 
for flexible connections between engine and converter, filtration systems for braking test, complete intake and 
outlet equipment for climatic chambers.

AUTOMOTIVE TESTING FANS

Rimor S.r.l. manufactures wind simulators for chassis dynamometers, that reach high speeds, work in 
temperature conditions with large thermal excursions, and to guarantee flow homogeneity from each cross-
section outlet, just as required by the various regulations including the WLTP.

Rimor manufactures ventilation units for climatic chambers and exhaust gas extraction systems as well, which 
suitable for the various control tests that are carried out in the automotive testing field. Rimor S.r.l. therefore, it is 
able to guarantee ventilation units that comply with all the regulations in force in the automotive sector to meet 
the needs of all automotive manufacturers globally.

Rimor’s wind simulators are wheeled and divided into three categories: helicoidal, centrifugal, and centrifugal.

The wind simulators that Rimor develops and manufactures are suitable for working in climatic chambers and 
therefore at temperatures well below zero, subject to continuous and sudden changes in speed, (acceleration, 
deceleration) and climatic conditions, furthermore, on request, all the units can include a height regulation 
system. These wind simulators for climatic chambers where the room temperatures that can even reach -30°C 
while the airflow speed of the wind simulators range from 90 to 300 km/h.

Rimor wind simulators are high-performance units with direct or alternating current motors and can be 
configured with electric or hydraulic lifting systems.

Rimor’s wind simulators used in the automotive testing sector (including motorcycles) are ventilation units that 
have been developed and sold for over 20 years with installations at major Italian and foreign manufacturers 
among which are included: Lamborghini, FCA, General Motors, Huskvarna, BRC, Volkswagen, BMW, Magneti 
Marelli, Mercedes-Benz.



AXIAL WIND SIMULATOR

SINGLE STAGE SERIES –  AXIAL MODEL

The axial wind simulator for chassis dynamometers that are used in the automotive testing sector 
such as for the testing of cars, motorcycles, trucks, or lorries, are units suitable for the generation of a 
cooling flow that complies with the current WLTP regulations.

The main advantage is that the axial wind simulator can be positioned against a wall from where it 
sucks in air as Rimor developed a system that requires no distance behind the fan itself. The air is 
sucked from the circumference of the body itself through slits that feed the impeller. The impeller is 
positioned in correspondence with a flow straightener or a pre-distributor which allows to obtain a 
uniform flow in delivery.

Rimor also developed a particular flow straightener positioned on the outlet criss-cross section which 
connects perfectly suction and outlet.

The axial wind simulator is built in different sizes and different configurations. It can be equipped with 
various accessories and coordinates perfectly with the chassis dynamometer following its speed.



AXIAL WIND SIMULATOR

The double stage helicoidal wind simulator is a ventilation unit that allows to obtain high flow rates in 
small spaces with flow speeds for automotive testing (cars, trucks, etc.) that reach up to 200 km/h.

The pressure is obtained thanks to the technology of counter-rotating fans with two opposing 
motors and the impellers positioned facing each other.

The wind simulator is a powerful and functional flow generator for chassis dynamometer built for an 
Italian customer for the first time years ago and installed recently for the Indian government testing of 
motor vehicles and trucks, reaching excellent results.

In fact, the specific shape of the impellers allow to obtain the straightening of the threads so that the 
perfect uniformity of flow is obtained on the outlet in accordance with the regulations in force.

The double-stage wind simulator now accompanies the halls of major manufacturers where the 
dimensions of the double-stage centrifugal fan are impossible to manage.

In fact, the double stage helicoidal wind simulator has small dimensions compared to its flow rate 
and thanks to the double stage two phenomena are obtained together: the doubling of the pressure 
and the straightening of the threads in order to obtain a uniform flow on the unit outlet.

DOUBLE STAGE SERIES –  AXIAL MODEL



ACCESSORIES

RECUBE PLUG FAN PARALLEL–
DOUBLE MOTOR FAN

The single-stage centrifugal wind simulator was developed by Rimor for automotive testing at high 
flow rates and high speeds. The centrifugal configuration allows to obtain a uniform flow both on 
round and square outlets.

The single-suction centrifugal wind simulator has a suction network that makes it safe for use in the 
room and has a directional mouth on the vehicle under test.

It is also used in gas methane testing systems and testing plants, it is an essential and practical unit 
that has been installed over years at major manufacturers and testers in the automotive sector.

These series models are in complete compliance with the WLTP regulation.

SINGLE SUCTION SERIES - CENTRIFUGAL SERIES



CENTRIFUGAL WIND SIMULATOR

For many automotive testing cases, Rimor’s double stage suction series is an ideal solution.

Rimor’s double stage wind simulator allows to double the flow rate by intelligently doubling the air 
inlets and placing the two opposing centrifugal impellers coupled back to back on a transmission 
shaft. The two inlet sections take in the same amount of air.

The two separate air streams join together at the outlet allow to obtain a single flow that is used to 
cool the radiators of auto vehicles during tests or registrations.

Rimor’s centrifugal double suction wind simulator is used in many situations where the size of the 
chamber (for example its reduced length) does not allow the use of other types of machinery.

Also in this case Rimor dimensions appropriately through CFD an output rectifier to obtain a perfect 
uniformity and make the ventilation unit compliant according to the WLTP regulation.

DOUBLE SUCTION SERIES - CENTRIFIGUAL SERIES



TANGENTIAL WIND SIMULATOR

The tangential wind simulator for automotive testing is a ventilation unit with a specific configuration 
that allows to suck air from the circumference to re-launch it from the circumference itself in a 
different direction.

Rimor’s tangential wind simulator is characterized by reduced dimensions and perfect uniformity on 
the outlet in accordance with WLTP regulations.

The tangential wind simulator for the automotive testing sector is used to certify auto vehicles Euro 6 
or above. It is a ventilation unit with the ability to lift itself autonomously without the need for external 
lifting equipment and is a very high-performance machine with speeds up to 180/200 km/h with a 
perfectly homogeneous flow thanks to its tangential configuration.

The tangential wind generator is manufactured in several sizes and speeds and is also suitable for 
climate chambers.

TANGENTIAL MODEL



ACCESSORIES

Often it is necessary to carry out tests in climatic chambers at reduced temperatures (even 
temperatures at -30°C), in vehicles testing chambers on chassis dynamometers or engine test 
benches.

The climate at such low temperatures requires special models by Rimor.

Regarding the choice of materials, at low temperatures, traditional materials such as iron become 
fragile like glass and therefore it becomes necessary to make parts in special materials such as AISI 
304 stainless steel.

The climatic version of the wind simulators also includes a special electric motor with a shaft in 
special material such as molybdenum and the motor bearings are special due to their grease 
suitable for low temperatures.

The wind simulator for engine testing rooms is suitable for operating in humid climates and low 
temperatures and allows to generate a perfect flow such as the one at normal temperatures but at 
low temperatures and allows to perform tests in the automotive testing sector at low temperatures.

The temperature is one of the important parameters in order to carry out a complete test in a 
climatic chamber with a chassis dynamometer, engine room, or in a testing room in general. 
Generating the correct cooling flow for the vehicle under test allows you to carry out tests or cooling 
tests without damaging the car.

The dimensioning of the unit’s power will follow the higher air density so that compared to a 
traditional ventilation unit there will also be an increased power of the electric motor.

SPECIAL CLIMATES

If necessary, it is also possible to have an ATEX certification for the wind simulators. The ATEX 
version may be required in some cases where environmental conditions can become particularly 
explosive. The ATEX fans for engine testing rooms are made of materials that do not create sparks 
during their rotation.

The ATEX version of Rimor axial fans also includes a spark-proof or ATEX electric motor.

Several ATEX zones can also be defined during the test, zone 3 where it is rare that a potentially 
explosive zone can be created, and zone 2 where an explosive zone is likely to be created.

The ATEX zone is respected by the wind simulators even when it comes to the cables, electric 
motors, and electric panels.

The ATEX versions of axial fans are also used in atmospheres where it is necessary to operate at 
reduced temperatures.

ATEX VERSION SERIES



ACCESSORIES

The manual wheel-based handling of wind simulators of all types, axial (single and double stage), 
centrifugal (single and double suction), tangential - simpler, and more effective model at the same 
time - is carried out with high-quality wheels and anti feet crush system. Furthermore, a pair of 
pivoting wheels and a pair of fixed wheels and are usually made in order to have a pair of directable 
wheels for handling and a pair of fixed wheels that follow that direction. The manual handling system 
is equipped with handles for machine pushing even by hand by an operator.

The wheels are made of a material suitable for the walking surfaces of testing chambers and are 
equipped with bearings for maximum quality and ease of execution.

The handling of the wind simulator through the appropriate pivoting wheels allows the creation of a 
system that allows the machinery to be moved easily. The system allows the machinery to be towed 
also by forklifts or other towing systems.

MANUAL HANDLING ON WHEELS

Electrical handling is Rimor’s most technological solution for wind simulators handling.

The operator can act on a lever to move the machinery by operating on a series of levers that 
activate the motors that move the wheels.  The low-speed electric wheels move the wind simulator 
inside the testing room without any effort on the part of the operator.

The system is made up of one or two pairs of wheels electrified by an electric motor with batteries 
on board of the wind simulator.

The agility of control is guaranteed by having kept the same manual handling system, combined with 
the electric servomotor.

In automotive testing chambers, it is possible that a wind simulator requires to be moved very 
frequently and this option is, therefore, the most suitable for these cases.

ELECTRICAL HANDLING

SCREW LIFTING
The screw lifting method is the simplest way to lift the wind simulator and bring the outlet in the 
correspondence of the car radiator.

This system is composed of a mother screw integral with the body of the wind simulator and a 
trapezoidal screw that can be operated manually or through an electric screwdriver.

The system is usually suitable for positioning the machine at the correct height in a non-continuous 
way, in the sense that for the systems where it is often necessary to change the height of the wind 
simulator, Rimor has developed other servo-assisted systems.



ACCESSORIES

REDUCER LIFTING
The manual lifting system with reducer is a practical and economical solution that speeds up and 
simplifies the manual lifting of the wind simulator in testing rooms.

The reducer allows to easily raise the machine with the simple rotation of a crank and thanks to the 
worm gear transmission the wind generator is positioned at the desired height. By means of the 
reducer the operator’s effort is reduced to a minimum.

The operation is completed with the fixing to the ground of the articulated feet for positioning in an 
inclined position.

It is a system with an excellent result/cost ratio and is the best configuration for the ventilation unit 
manufactured by Rimor.

It is therefore applied to centrifugal wind generators (single or double suction) and axial fwind 
generators (single or double stage) and tangential fans.

ELECTRICAL LIFTING
The electric lifting system is applied to Rimor wind simulators and allows the machinery to be 
positioned in a precise, easy and comfortable way at the desired height.

The system can be automated and defined heights can be integrated so that it is easy to find the 
correct and desired height.

The movement of the wind simulators is carried out in testing rooms and it is an essential 
functionality when the room is used for the test of very different vehicles, therefore there is a need to 
vary the height to obtain the right positioning. 

The system is in the medium-high level lifting range, tested over the years and it is safe as the four 
points move simultaneously, guaranteeing the mechanical lifespan of the wind simulator.

The system can be operated locally or remotely from an external room.

The system is applied on heavier wind simulators where handling is more critical or in climatic 
chambers where climatic conditions make it difficult to use electric servo-drives.

The hydraulic lifting system allows to position the outlet of the air flow in correspondence with the 
radiator of the vehicle under test and is one of the most robust systems available on the market.
A control unit inside the wind simulator generates the flow of pressurized oil that is conveyed to the 
lifters that allows the machine to reach the desired height.

The safety of hydraulics is well known as well as its robustness. It is therefore a system that easily 
adapts even to critical or extreme situations with rooms where it is necessary to reach extreme 
working conditions.
The system is used with wind simulator of each range and finds particular application in Rimor’s 
tangential models.

The hydraulic lifting can be controlled locally or remotely and memorizes the working positions.

HYDRAULIC LIFTING



ACCESSORIES

STANDARD DRIVE
The standard drives are generally IP54 electrical panels positioned on board of the wind simulator 
that is positioned in the testing room for automotive testing.

This drive always has a speed variator inside and has an input connection also with a mobile plug 
with a flexible cable for mobile connection.

The power cable is sometimes placed on board of the same wind simulator.

The drive can be equipped with local control or be completely remote to be operated from the main 
electrical panel of the room.

The drive can then be positioned next to the wind simulator can be placed outside through a 
connection.

The inverter is vectorial and ensures that the machine or vehicle being tested positioned on the roller 
bench has the same speed as the flow outgoing from the Rimor wind simulator.

The system is usually controlled on the panel but it is also possible to have a control pendant 
(portable mobile keyboard) also to be placed in the vehicle for direct control by the operator.

DRIVE WITH  BREAKING RESISTORS
Drives with braking resistors can be equipped on all Rimor wind simulators.

During the EURO 6 certification tests or higher it is necessary to perform an acceleration and braking 
cycle in pre-established times.

In order to ensure that the wind simulators placed in front of the vehicle during the test, correctly 
follows the deceleration curve of the vehicle during the certification necessary for registration, the 
inverter is connected with suitable braking resistor which therefore guarantee dissipation on the 
resistance itself.

The system is then easily remotable in the case of usage in climatic testing chambers: in this case 
the inverter and resistances are positioned outside the room in order to obtain durability and correct 
reliability.

The resistors for inverters positioned on the wind simulators can be used on all types of wind 
simulators.

During Rimor’s in-house testing, the CFD flow is simulated in order to ensure that the correct flow is 
obtained at different speeds.
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• AUTOMOTIVE TESTING 
• CHEMICAL & PHARMACEUITICAL 
• ENERGY / COMPOST / SYNGAS /
    BIOMASS 
• HIGH TEMPERATURE & FURNACE FANS 

• GLASS TREATMENT
• THERMAL TREATMENT  
• OIL & GAS  
• PRINTING & CONVERTING  
• TRIMS SUCTION & SHREDDING

MAIN INDUSTRIES

OUR COMPETENCIES  MORE THEMES WITH ONE PARTNER

RIMOR SUPPORTS YOU FROM THE IDEA TO THE FINAL PRODUCT

INDUSTRIAL FAN AND FURNACE AGITATORS

SANDBLASTING, METALIZATION AND PAINTING PLANTSSOUNDPROOF CABINSAIR FILTRATION SYSTEMS

RECUBE SYSTEM®, ENERGY RECOVERY UNIT 
FOR VENTILATION AND HEATING

CONDITIONING AND HUMIDITY REMOVAL UNIT

DISTRIBUTION AND CONSULTING AUTOMOTIVE TESTINGENGINEERING AND SIMULATIONS

ELECTRICAL PANELSPLANTS AND MAINTENANCE

TRIM SUCTION AND SHREDDING IN-LINE PLASTIC FILMS

SOUNDPROOF FANS ROTOCABE® VALVES

ENGINEERING -  PRODUCTION - DISTRIBUTION

UNCONVENTIONAL AIR DESIGN
• SECTOR: AUTOMOTIVE TESTING; CLIMATIC CHAMBERS, TESTING SOLUTIONS 
• SECTOR: CONCRETE BLOCKS
• SECTOR: MINING AND TUNNEL VENTILATION
• SECTOR: PRINTING & CONVERTING
• SECTOR: HIGH TEMPERATURE AND FURNACE FANS
• SECTOR: TRIM SUCTION AND SHREDDING OF IN-LINE PLASTIC FILMS
• SECTOR: GLASS MANIFACTURING
• SECTOR: WASTE / ENERGY / EMISSION
• SECTOR: BIOMASS

 


